Abstract-In this paper, angular glint characteristics of a two-dimension (2-D) perfect electric conductor (PEC) target above a PEC rough surface are investigated. The induced surface currents on the target and on the rough surface are obtained by employing the method of moments combining UV matrix decomposition technique (MOM-UV). Based on electromagnetic (EM) theory and the phasefront distortion concept of angular glint, the formulae of angular glint for 2-D target are proposed, and angular glint is calculated precisely by using phase gradient method (PGM). The analysis of the result is implemented by means of numerical extraction of the coupling currents and relationship between the phase front and angular glint, thus revealing the effects of the coupling on the angular glint.
INTRODUCTION
Angular glint, initially proposed by Howard in 1959, could be explained as the tilt of wave-front normal [1] . As an error, angular glint that leads to the deviation even beyond the radar target extent has become a major factor limiting angular tracking accuracy of tracking radar, especially terminal guidance radar. Therefore, study on the angular glint characteristic of radar targets has great significance for electronic countermeasures (ECM) and electronic counter countermeasures (ECCM), stealth and antistealth of target, target recognition and some other areas.
How to calculate angular glint becomes an issue people focused on. Linsday proposed PGM (phase gradient method) using the phase gradient to represent the effect of angular glint [2] . Dunn and Howard proposed PVM (Poynting vector method) when they found that there was a component of the time-averaged Poynting vector orthogonal to the radial direction [3] . Yin and Huang analyzed the unification of PGM and PVM using general formulae [4] . And on this basis polarization was taken into consideration by Kajenski when angular glint was calculated and analyzed [5] . Previous research of angular glint mostly focused on dipoles [2] [3] [4] [5] or canonical targets in free space [6] . However, radar targets cannot be divorced from the background such as sea or earth in practice. With the development of electromagnetic scattering modeling technology for targets in a rough surface background [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , it becomes an advanced problem with important practical and theoretical significance in radar engineering to study on the angular glint of a target above a rough surface. And it has not been seen in the open literatures or reports so far.
In this paper, the angular glint analysis for a 2-D PEC target above a rough surface is successfully implemented. The method of moments combining UV technique (MOM-UV) [13, 14] is applied to calculate the induced surface currents on the target and the rough surface. Then the angular glint error of composite scattering is calculated by using the phase gradient method (PGM). For the sake of a deeper understanding of angular glint formation process for composite scattering, taking a cylinder target for example, the scattering field phase contributions from different current components are obtained after numerical extraction of the induced surface currents. By these discussions, the effects of the coupling on the angular glint are explored. Figure 1 shows the combined model considered in this paper. An infinite long PEC cylinder of arbitrary shape is located above a 2-D PEC random rough surface generated by using Monte-Carlo method in the Pierson-Moskowitz (PM) sea spectrum. Target's circum radius is R and it centered at a height of H. A truncation of the PM rough surface should ensure that the target is lighted up completely, and the interaction between target and rough surface is sufficient. In this target coordinate system, the distance between radar and reference point satisfies the basic far-field condition. A tapered wave is incident to avoid scattering effects from surface edges, and
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where g is a parameter to control tapered wave width set as a quarter of the rough surface length in this model to avoid the discontinuity of fringe current, θ i the incidence angle, andk =x sin θ i −ŷ cos θ i the incident wave vector.
Accurate calculation of composite scattering field is a precondition for obtaining angular glint by PGM. Arbitrary electromagnetic wave can be represented as the sum of the TE and TM polarized waves. The scattering of a 2-D target can be separated into these two independent cases, and in this article TM polarization is taken as an example.
TM incident wave perpendicular to the z axis have only three components: 
where k is the wave number, η the intrinsic impedance of free space, r the distance between the viewpoint and coordinate origin, r the distance between the source and coordinate origin, and J is induced current density.
In the MOM-UV method, the boundary of the target and rough surface is separated into segments, and the impulse function is adopted as the basis function and weight function. Then the induced 
where
and where θ s is the observation angle. Scattered field can be expressed in the plural form,
where |J(x, z)| and ϕ(x, z) are the amplitude and phase angle of the induced current density. Thus the electric field phase is given by
During the radar antenna angle tracking, the normal of received signal phase front is always regarded as the precise direction of the target. According to PGM, linear glint error is obtained as
Echo signal phase-front distortion concepts of angular glint and above derivations of formulae show that target angular glint depends on scattering field phase contributions from induced currents. In order to analyze angular glint characteristic of the target above a rough surface, the angular glint error contributions from different current components are obtained after separating the induced surface currents. The composite scattering is made up of target direct scattering, rough surface scattering, and complicated coupling interaction scattering between the target and rough surface. The total scattered field E s can be modeled as a combination of these four scattering components
where E t0 and E s0 are corresponding to the induced currents on the target in free space J t0 and the induced currents on the rough surface in free space J s0 . E td and E sd are calculated from the interacting currents J td and J sd defined by
Study on effects of different current components on angular glint by calculating scattering field contributions from them will help to reveal the formation process of target and rough surface coupling angular glint.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Modeling and simulation of the composite scattering system and analysis of angular glint in this paper are implemented for TM polarization. This research method can be a reference for the study about the condition of TE polarization.
In this section, the validation for the numerical method is implemented at first. Then the result of angular glint linear deviation is presented and contrasted with radar cross section (RCS). Furthermore, taking a cylinder above a planar surface as an example, effect on angular glint of induced current components is analyzed by numerical extraction of the coupling currents and calculation of scattering field contributions from them. The simulation result below is acquired in the condition of incident wave frequency f = 3 GHz and wind speed U = 5 m/s.
Validation for the Numerical Results
The angular glint liner deviation of a 2-D PEC cylinder with radius R = 5 m in free space is simulated when angle of incidence θ i = 30 • and compared with the result obtained by analytical solution of cylindrical scattering object. The good agreement of these two curves in Figure 2 verifies the validity of the numerical results.
Angular Glint Simulation
The electromagnetic wave irradiates a 2-D PEC cylinder with radius R = 5 m and centered at a height of H = 10 m at angle θ i = 30 • . The rough surface length is set at 343.3 m according to [15] . It has been validated that under this setting, the RCS and angular glint are both convergent. The result of a target above a rough surface is given by 500 statistics. Figure 3(a) shows the angular glint linear deviations of cylinder in free space, above a planer surface and above a rough surface while Figure 3(b) shows the RCS of these three scattering systems.
For a 2-D PEC cylinder, the normal of echo wave phase front directs to target center accurately and the angular glint is zero when θ s = 30 • (back scattering) because mirror reflection center is the point at which wave front touches the cylinder surface. The angular glint increases gradually with the observation angle deviating from 30 • . It can be seen that the angular glint curve slopes gently when the target is in free space while the angular glint of compound target swings violently as a result of influence of the underlying surface. At certain angles, the linear glint error beyond the target size may lead to "blind spots" of radar angle tracking. Comparing the condition of two kinds of underlying surface we can find that the angular glint absolute value of cylinder above a planar surface is larger than that of cylinder above a rough surface (by 500 statistics).
The peak values of angular glint curve always correspond to the valley values of RCS curve. In other words, large angular glint usually appears when the RCS is small. The minimum values of RCS always result from interference, when multiple scattering centers of similar strengths and different phases take effect together. At this moment the scattered field is likely to change dramatically so a great angular glint appears. This negative correlation can be a basis to restrain the angular glint peaks in practical applications.
In Figure 4 , the angular glint linear deviations of a square cylinder with side length s = 7.854 m in free space, above a planer surface and above a rough surface, are shown when the other parameters are the same as mentioned above. The angular glint of square cylinder in free space is zero when θ s = −30 • while oscillation within target extend appears in the area deviating from this angle. The effect of the underlying surface results in dramatic variations of angular glint curve.
Analysis of the Phase Front Formation Process for Composite Scattering
The above simulation result indicates that background will give rise to complexity of angular glint which comes from the effect on echo wave phase of induced currents of compound scattering system. Total induced currents of complex target are made up of the rough surface currents (J s ) and target currents (J t ). Each part can be decomposed into currents generated from direct motivation by incident wave (J t0 /J s0 ) and from interaction (J td /J sd ).
In Figure 6 show the phase and angular glint of the total scattering field. In terms of its physical significance, the phase curve expresses EM wave phase leading or lagging. When θ s = 20 • ∼30 • and θ s = 32 • ∼40 • , echo wave phase lags with the increasing of observation angle, while echo wave phase goes ahead when θ s = 20 • ∼30 • . According to the angular glint concept described quantitatively by echo signal phase-front distortion, angular glint absolute value is large at the angle where the phase changes quickly and small when phase curve is placid. The bistatic scattering of planar surface is very weak at the direction of non-specula reflection. The field phase and angular glint corresponding to J s0 are not given in this paper on account of that the angular glint calculated by Formulas (9) and (10) can have large error and small contribution to the total result. Moreover, that curves corresponding to J sd and J s are in good agreement also explains that the contributions to angular glint from induce currents on planar surface completely owe to coupled current while effect of planer surface self-scattering can be ignored. When the observation angle is at the direction of specular reflection, or the target is above a rough surface (strong diffuse reflection), the induced currents on the rough surface in free space J s0 are equal to the interacting currents J sd , so they affect the angular glint of the compound target collectively.
The rough surface will lead to big angular glint values at certain observation angles. So the influence of the rough surface background should be taken into account in the detection and suppression of angular glint. The thought to separate the different induced current components provides feasibility to distinguish the effect of rough surface on composite scattering and to suppress the angular glint error in target tracking.
CONCLUSION
In this article, the composite scattering field is simulated by an accurate EM model to obtain the angular glint of 2-D target above a randomly rough surface by PGM for the first time. Angular glint of composite scattering has more practical applications than that of target in free space. The study shows that:
1. Rough surface background causes large angular glint even beyond the target extent to appear at some observation angles. That is because composite scattering includes coupling interaction between target and rough surface, so the composite size far exceeds the actual target size. 2. Large angular glint always appears when the RCS is small or changes rapidly. This negative correlation can be a basis to restrain the angular glint peaks in practical applications. 3. By numerical extraction of coupling currents, the angular glint contributions from different current components can be obtained and corresponded to the formation process of the composite electric field phase, thus revealing the effects of the coupling on the angular glint error.
APPENDIX A. SCATTERING OF 2-D PEC TARGETS BY THE MOMENT METHOD
Arbitrary electromagnetic wave can be represented as the sum of the TE polarized wave and the TM polarized wave. Because parameters of constitutive relation are uniform in one direction, the scattering of a 2-D target can be separated into these two independent cases, and TM polarization is taken as an example. TM incident wave perpendicular to z axis have only three components: E i z , H i x and H i y , where where k is the wave number, η the intrinsic impedance of free space, r the distance between the viewpoint and coordinate origin, r the distance between the source and coordinate origin, and J is induced current density.
Because of the uniform distribution of J z along the z axis, a 2-D coordinate (z, t) can be built where z is perpendicular to the metal surface and t is tangent to the metal surface. Then A z can be simplified as
where H 2 0 (k| ρ − ρ |) is the Green Function in a 2-D homogeneous medium space. The boundary of the target and rough surface is separated into N segments ΔC n while the impulse function is adopted as the basis function, φ ρ = 1, on ΔC n 0, not on ΔC n
The impulse function is also adopted as the weight function, and point matching is used to obtain
[P ]{J} = {b} (A5)
